Road Rules for Pick Up and Set Down
Education for New Families

Please take a moment to familiarise yourselves with the aerial map overleaf.
•

The red lines are our three ‘Kiss and Drop’ zones

1. Military Road – adjacent to the gate. This is our most heavily used zone.
2. Military Road – adjacent to the roundabout. This is the least used zone - hardly used at all.
3. Seaview Road – adjacent to the gate. Our moderately used zone (smaller than zone 1)
•

The yellow line is a bus zone – strictly no go.

Please note the following strict rules which if broken will result in an infringement fine being applied. These can
be applied by Police or by Council Inspectors who patrol the school and use cameras and are often not visible.
Kiss and Drop Rules and Regulations
A) No parking during the indicated times of 8.00am – 9.30am and 2.30pm – 4.00pm.
Parking means stopping and leaving the car. Parking also means being stationary for longer than two minutes.
(If a child does not come out within that time drivers need to move on, around the block and try again). Coming
early and stopping so as to be the first in line and waiting longer than two minutes will result in a fine
B) Drivers may leave their car only to assist children to get into or out of the car. Moving away from the car to look
for children or have a chat will result in a fine.
C) Keep the zone moving forward – always move to the front of the zone. Stopping at the back of the zone and
leaving a space in front causes other drivers’ frustration.
D) If the zone is full, divers need to go around the block and try again. Double parking at the back of the zone and
waiting to come in stops traffic and will incur a fine. This stops local traffic and forces them to pass on the
wrong side of the road – very dangerous.
Bus Zone
The entire bus zone is a no parking zone.
Some drivers currently use the back of the bus zone as a waiting bay. Waiting for a spot to become available in
the Seaview Road kiss and drop zone. While this is done in good faith, it is illegal and will result in a fine.
Drivers using the kiss and drop zone must drive around if the zone is full.

Alternatives to the Kiss and Drop Zone
1. Park away from the Drop Zones and walk in to pick up the children.
•

The Church car park is a safe place to park (enter via Marlborough Street & Exit via Seaview Road)

•
•

Using local streets is also acceptable
Other students may walk to you at designated time and spot

•
•

The Esplanade is full of free parks
Park a block away and enjoy the stroll

2. Come a little late and avoid the initial rush. After 3.05pm the traffic
eases considerably.
Other courtesy actions that will keep everyone safe
•
•
•

Model appropriate adult behaviour
Keep the zones moving
Be prepared to drive around

•

Avoid erratic driving behavior such as swooping into the front line or
doing a U turn by the crossing, or next to a kiss and drop zone
Manage time to keep frustrations low and everyone safe
Pick up and set down inside the school is strictly forbidden, it is
pedestrians only.

•
•

Parents’ Responsibilities
•
•

Read and understand the rules and regulations
Ensure everyone picking up the children also know the rules

•
•

Ensure children know exactly what you expect
Budget time to keep everyone
safe
Teachers’ Responsibilities

•

Ensure children are out on
time

•

Be on time for duty

•

Know the rules and
regulations
Assist children and parents to
be safe and avoid fines

•

Childrens’ Responsibilities
•
•
•
•

No playing after school
Move directly to where
parents expect them to be
Watch for cars and move
quickly to them
Be aware of the importance of moving cars forward in the zone

